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Busan International Companion Animal Show 
Expressing the love for the Animal

Busan, South Korea, 11.07.2013, 17:03 Time

USPA NEWS - The show for the Animals will be held in Busan, South Korea during 08/15- 08/17 in order to express the importance
and love for the animals. Animals have been suffered as accessories or toy, even with abuse. This exhibition would bring up the
concept of animal becoming friends or families

The animal has been suffered because of the lack of attention and the responsibilities by human being. South Korea has revealed their
heart and development for different kinds of the animals.

Their mission is to "develop the pet culture, and contribute to the sound promotion and development of the pet industry" not only in
Korea, but throughout the whole Asia.

In the city of Busan, one of the busiest city of the world during the vacation season, compare to other "Pet show", this will be the
biggest International animal exhibition in Asia with a lot of information you can share and earn. There will be performance by celebrities
who love the animals as well as the donation for the companion animal shelters in Korea. 

The Busan International Companion Animal Show/Exhibition will be held in Bexco Exhibition Convention center, #55 Apec-ro Haeunde-
gu, Busan, South Korea. You can visit http://bicas.kr/for more information of the exhibition and contact Miyoung Lee
(iexpo@naver.com, 82-70-8797-6725) or directly to Exhibition Ceter (Bexco) www.bexco.co.kr, 82-51-740-7300
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